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       TWIB continues to use behind the scene cameras and wireless microphones to give viewers a unique inside look at the game. This 

week TWIB looked at the Houston Astros. Last year the Astros overcame their worst start ever to play in the World Series. It was an 

experience that made believers out of everyone. Houston learned to continue battling to achieve success. This year the Astros began 

the year with new confidence. Offensively, Houston is led by power hitting Lance Berkman, clean up hitter Morgan Ensberg and 

future Hall of Fame candidate, Craig Biggio. However, the Astros know their outstanding pitching staff really makes them go. Starting 

pitchers Roy Oswalt and Andy Pettitte will soon be re-joined by the living legend Roger Clemens.  After signing a new contract, 

Clemens began his return with the Class A Lexington Legends. One of his Legends teammates was his son, Kody. 

Educational theme: Successful people and winning teams develop a feeling of self-assurance that leads to trusting relationships with 

teammates and belief in them. 

Educational theme: Talent is the foundation for winning. Talent is an innate ability that leads to superior accomplishment and 

performance. Collecting talented athletes is one method to form an elite team. 

 

“Act Two”: This segment featured the “Top Five Things You Didn’t Know About the Houston Astros.” One such fact is that current 

Houston manager, Phil Garner, was a member of the beloved 1986 Astros, who were the National League West champions. The 

Astros lost to the Mets in that Championship Series but that wasn’t the only time Houston came close to the World Series. In 1980, 

they lost to the Philadelphia Phillies in the LCS and then in 1981 they fell to the Dodgers.  Members of the ’86 Astros noted that 

losing to the Chicago White Sox in last season’s World Series is an emotional experience that the Astros will build on. 

Educational theme: Learning to compete at the elite level of athletics is an essential step to winning at the top level of sport. Tests of 

skill or ability often are more emotional as the value rises. Learning to deal with the emotion is the critical step.  

 

“Pitch, Hit and Run”: This act features baseball fundamentals and is designed to assist children in the development of their game. 

This week the subject is pickoff moves and plays.   Left-handed pitchers develop a motion and delivery for their throws to first that is 

exactly the same as a pitch. Right-handed pitchers normally set, hold the ball, then with a turn using quick feet and a short arm action, 

they throw to the base. The idea is to keep base runners out of scoring position and the game will become easier.  

Educational theme: Sports pedagogy (teaching) involves the demonstration of sports skills necessary to compete at the highest level 

of athletics. Pedagogy involves biomechanics, mental aspects, strategy and theory of athletics. Children interested in learning have the 

opportunity to learn from observing and then copy the actions.  

Educational theme: Advanced baseball strategy is both an art and a science. 

 

 

 

“Front Row Fans”: The featured fan is actor Matthew McConaughey, whose love of baseball developed in childhood. McConaughey 

loves the patience of baseball, which he calls a perfectly designed game. Matthew loves the National League game, Astro wins, and 

solid baseball. Insightfully, he noted that baseball is a “game of failure” where batters hitting .300 are stars. 

Educational theme: Loyalty to a team is a very personal obligation of fidelity. The feeling of devoted attachment and affection leads 

to a healthy passion that often gives purpose to life. 

Educational theme: Fans develop deep and lasting devotions to teams and contribute to the significance of baseball in the American 

culture. 

 

“How „bout that!”: The classic TWIB segment dealt with the sights and sounds of MLB. Long home runs, leaping and diving 

catches, and the rhythmic dancing of fans, players and mascots was shown. 

Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace and rhythmical patterns of athletic movement. 

Educational theme: Once learners have seen elite athletes skills, they can be better comprehended, imitated and mastered. Learners 

have the chance to be educated by carefully watching and emulating those athletic movements. 

 


